We supported people and increased our assistance to Roma families to deal with the most serious impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic. 16.86% of the total budget.

15,382 people received basic assistance.

**WE FOUGHT THE EFFECTS OF COVID-19 ALONGSIDE ROMA FAMILIES**

- **4,961 families**
  - Emergency fund to supply the most urgent basic necessities of the families who needed it most

- **8,042 families**
  - Service of information, guidance and assistance for the processing of the Minimum Income

We work to break the generational cycle of poverty and social exclusion.

- **2,500 children**
  - with Caixa Proinfancia

- **22 cities**

We support the personal, social and pre-employment advancement of Roma women with our Calí and Sara Romí programmes.

- **939 women**
  - on CALÍ sociopersonal pathways

- **1,123 women**
  - **560 men**

**We assist families to access their social rights in conditions of equality**

- **319 families**
  - supported to access decent housing

We promote health equality.

- **1,820 participants**

**Funded by:**

[Logos of various organisations]

With the participation of local and regional government and private organisations.